Submission of Meryl Wynn Dorey
Ballina Courthouse
October 11, 2012
Regarding Dan Buzzard
Dan Buzzard is another long-time member of the organisation Stop the AVN. He has harassed me over the last 3 years and has also incited others to harass me
and to take actions such as sending me violent pornography and hacking the AVN’s website.
Dan Buzzard regularly tweets and posts many message on Facebook which are both derogatory and threatening about the AVN and its President, Meryl Dorey.
Below is a selection of some of these items:
On September 2, 2012, Dan Buzzard sent out the following tweet, exhorting people to send the AVN violent pornographic messages:

I had never heard of goatse images before but after looking up the meaning of that word on Google, I was absolutely appalled that anyone would direct strangers
to send pornography to a person simply because he disagreed with them on a matter of science.
In response to a blog post I wrote regarding the harassment I have endured at the hands of Stop the AVN (SAVN) members, he responded by stating that:
This is indeed a human issue, which is why the AVN needs to be attacked and brought down in any way possible. I look forward to the
day when anti-vaxxers are shunned and driven out of the community they threaten.
Perhaps there needs to be a national anti-vaxxer register, much like a sex offender register. So that communities can know if anti-vaxxers are living nearby.
Mr Buzzard and other SAVN members regularly call me the Bangalow Baby Killer because I provide information and support to parents on the issue of informed
vaccination choice.
DanBuzzard: Bangalow baby killer making more baseless accusations against #stopavn http://twitpic.com/37w74u about 4 hours ago via
TweetDeck
And here:
DanBuzzard: #stopavn The Bangalow Baby Killer sends another E-newsletter. Time to play spot the bullshit; this ones on (cont) http://
tl.gd/3drv6c about 3 hours ago via Twitlonger
As you can imagine, it is devastating for the parent of a vaccine-injured child, and someone who deals with other families whose children have been either injured or killed by vaccination on a daily basis, to be spoken of in such a way.
Just a note on the following Tweets – @nocompulsoryvac is the Twitter name for Meryl Dorey.
DanBuzzard #statingtheobvious RT @drunkenmadman: Hey guess what everyone! @nocompulsoryvac is a fucking buffoon http://
is.gd/bvjD2
Friday, 16 April 2010, 8:18 pm – Reply – View Tweet – Retweet – Direct Message
DanBuzzard Dan Buzzard
#stopavn hahaha Meryl approved my comment. http://bit.ly/dWaHSc What a ding bat…
4 hours ago
DanBuzzard Dan Buzzard
Meryl Dorey has got too much freetime now that she can’t do donation drives. #stopavn I would love to see her busted under US laws.
DanBuzzard: RT @drunkenmadman Antivaxers are assholes. That is all. http://bit.ly/ivafYR #stopavn Thu 05/26 06:56 AM
In mid-August of this year, Dan Buzzard was involved in posting on a forum frequented by hackers and people who claim to be members of the group Anonymous. The forum address is https://whyweprotest.net/community/threads/stealth-ninja-pwns-cchr-promoter-and-child-hater-meryl-dorey.104569/page-12
Buzzard bragged on Twitter about having been a member of this forum since 2008 and advertised a link to this page on Twitter and Facebook, inviting members
of Stop the AVN to drop by and comment.
On this forum, a person who calls himself anonymous but who I believe is Dan Buzzard (and the original person who started this thread), posted a copy of a
form called a Butthurt Report Form. Shortly after posting this (please see below), Dan Buzzard sent me a copy of this form via post to my address. He had taken
a picture of the envelope addressed to me and posted that to his blog. The only purpose of this letter was to harass and intimidate me.

just ask if you need help
We are Anonymous.
We are Legion.
We do not forgive.
We do not forget.
Expect us.
There are over 4,000 members of Stop the AVN. Why would this hacker choose Dan Buzzard of all of those others to share this information with?
It is my belief that his actions on the hacking group has caused this person to join in harassing us and that as long as Mr Buzzard continues to act this way, more
and more people will be ‘encouraged’ to do the wrong thing in regards to myself and our organisation.

Dan Buzzard ignores and possibly breaches the interim AVO
On September 28th, well after an interim AVO was granted by the Ballina Court, Dan Buzzard published yet another blog attacking me and telling outright lies
about the cause of my AVO application.
His post, called the Strange Email (http://www.danbuzzard.net/journal/the-strange-email.html) discusses his receipt of the email cited above from fantasticfox5@
tormail.com - the person who had sent me the threatening email and posted the pornography.
On this blog post, Mr Buzzard says:
Actually I have never incited anyone to send pornography to Meryl or anyone else.
This is patently untrue since, just a few weeks earlier on September 2nd, Mr Buzzard publicly tweeted asking people to send me goatse images which would be
considered to be pornography in anyone’s book.

Not long after receiving this letter from Mr Buzzard, I received an email from someone claiming to represent anonymous who was threatening to take our website down and was ‘sharpening the knives’ for me (please see below).
From: fantasticfox5@tormail.org
Subject: flu-reactions
Date: 25 September 2012 10:09:12 AM AEST
To: meryl@avn.org.au
meryl be warned we’re coming for you. and you will be sorry you filthy
baby killer. sharpening the knives now.

In the same blog post, Mr Buzzard says (in relation to me saying that the person who had sent me the threatening emails had found out about us from a hacker
forum):
I’m not 100% sure what forum she’s talking about but it might be http://whyweprotest.net in which case her definition of “very active” would be 5 posts in 4
years.
Now, there are most likely hundreds of hacker forums around the world - why would he have selected whyweprotest if he hadn’t been aware that this was the site
fantasticfox5 belonged to? And it is one thing to say, when he was suspected of complicity with this hacker, that he only posted 4 or 5 times in years - but before
the threats occurred, he had publicly boasted about having been a member of that forum since 2008.
Mr Buzzard continues to harass me by stating that:
Meryl’s issue with me revolves around several complaints that I’ve lodged with government departments. Of course that would make
her look bad so she feels compelled to make up lies which sound better.

We are Anonymous.
We are Legion.
We do not forgive.
We do not forget.
Expect us.
Almost immediately after sending this email to me, the same person opened up a Facebook account and posted an incredibly vile pornographic image onto the
AVN’s Facebook page. I will not share this image here, but if your honour were interested in seeing it, please do a search for the words “Lemon Party”.
I believe that Mr Buzzard, through his participation on the whyweprotest forum, had incited this person to take this action.
My evidence for this suspicion is that approximately an hour before I received the above email and the pornography was posted onto our Facebook page, Dan
Buzzard received an email from the same person who wrote to me:’
-----Original Message----From: fantasticfox5@tormail.org [mailto:fantasticfox5@tormail.org]
Sent: Tuesday, 25 September 2012 8:02 AM
To: headreptilian@skep.li
Subject: meryl dorey
nice collection of docs. want me to fuckup those cunts cyber style?
they wont know what hit ‘em. i can hack their website with sql injection too. plaster it with all sorts. they lose audiance who are offended
by wat i post. its how we operate. i could also organize one of our many botnets to take em down with ddos.

I did not even mention the complaints he has made and continues to make. My issue is that by his irresponsible incitement of violence against me, someone has
been encouraged to act on his recommendations.
For this reason, I would like to ask that the APVO be extended against Mr Buzzard and that he not be allowed to harass me online - especially not when that
harassment can lead to others threatening me or worse.
Thank you for your consideration.
Meryl Dorey

